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Nothing characterizes a man more
than his believes.
There is no higher power over a
man than his believes.
There is no asset for a man higher
than a considerable creation.
There is no more powerful basis
of social relations than the one
exploiting mind.
There is Reality and we have only
idea about it.
There is Truth and we collect it
from the splinters of lie.
There is Life and it exists till it can
maintain itself.
There are people and we are
trying to make the environment
appropriate for existing of our
bodies.
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Not giving children
notions about life is
the same as doing
abortion. We take
a place in society
worthy to our notions.
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SCIENCE

EVERYTHING IS UNDER CONTROL OF THE NATURE OF
THINGS NOT IN PHYLOSOFIC SENSE, BUT IN THE REAL
PHYSICAL WORLD
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THE MATERIAL THINGS ARE TRUE
• All material things cannot exist against the nature of things.
• All material things change while the time passes by and follow the laws
of the world.
• Everything around us is a progressive advance which is a direct implementation
of the nature of things.
• All material things are true and cannot be wrong or mistake, just because they
exist.
OUR NONMATERIAL MODELS
• We create the models of the visible part of material things.
• Our ideas (models) about Truth are distorted.
• Our models are not accurate till they are not unique for all material things
• A model of the “part of reality” can be true when the rest reality is consistent,
but any reality changes with the time.
• We can assess accuracy of a model after we can see all the parts of reality.

Everything is connected in nature and
follows the same laws and it is SCIENCE
«I have never met a reasonable person
who wouldn’t share the truth with me.»
A. Kokhan, 24.09.2015

• All immaterial is ideas about the material. The ideas cannot be considered right
before they become complete.
MIND SHOULD BE USED TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN MATERIAL
AND IMMATERIAL, EXISTING AND NOT EXISTING
• We live and it means we exist. It is reality.
• What we think is firstly based on the reality, but not only on it. Our ideas are
also based on experience and illusions we had received before.
• We have passed such a long way in order to learn how to use the lie
(not complete information) better today to understand reality.
• We must call the thing with their names and not mix up our own ideas about
a subject with reality.
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ALL MATERIAL THINGS ARE IN MOTION, LIFE IS
IN EVOLUTION AND MIND IS IN UNDERSTANDING

WAY TO THE NATURE OF THINGS IS BASED ON THE MIND
AND HARMONY WITH YOUR BODY

INANIMATE IS ONLY UNDER CONTROL OF TIME
AND THE NATURE OF THINGS

LIFE IS BASED ON THE UNIQUE SOURCES AND HAS THE UNIQUE PLAN

• Inanimate nature is under the control of time and changes of the physical
laws and is the basis for the living nature.

• Living and inanimate nature consist of the same elements and follow
the same laws of the natural science

• The evolutional processes of the inanimate nature are quite long, but fatal
and destructive for all living forms.

• All living nature has a unique nature, unique biochemistry, similar cellular
construction, similar living principles and the same main processes
of inheritance, life and evolution.

• Life challenges connected with the inanimate nature is the environment
power and opposition to it can be the most serious trial for Civilization.

• All reasonable life has a unique nature, unique basis of psychology, memory,
associations and ways of reasoning and motivation.

LIVING THINGS ARE ABLE TO EATE AND CREATE THE SIMILAR THINGS

MIND AND BELIEF ALLOW GOING AHEAD OF EVOLUTION

• We call evolution change of living and inanimate. The inanimate is changed
irreparably. The living is changed with the change of generations.

• There is no priority of mind over belief or belief over mind. One of them gives
birth to the other.

• All living things are changed with the change of generations and are living
now only because they have been adapting to the move of the inanimate
nature till this moment or have adapted the environment to its living.

• People need mind to create rules, models and stereotypes.

MIND OF A LIVING CREATURE CREATES A MODEL IN ORDER TO CHANGE
ITSELF AND ITS LIVING ENVIRONMENT USING ABILITIES RELATED
TO THE LIFE ACTIVITY

• Learning something new we destruct our convictions and mind and logics
create new believes from their remains.
• Mind is the instrument for transformation of belief, but only for its part which
is far from truth. We are going to the truth losing our illusions.
• The subject of the person’s belief is the level of his merit, projection
of the historic slice of his life period.

• Mind doesn’t change the nature of things.
• Mind is used to transform the environment into the one appropriate
for the comfortable existence of a body.
• Mind allows adjusting itself and the environment to its existence more
quickly than evolution.
• A reasonable life has the highest potential for survival from all known
potentials.

COMMUNICATIONS JOIN EFFORTS OF PEOPLE
• Public relations are based on the common interests
• Different interests and contradiction to symbiosis is the source
of contradiction in the joint existence.
• Communications with initially false content have no sense.
• Glaring falsehood is a model directing the person to the road of destruction
of public relations’ importance.
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• Information hiding, its interpretation in the person’s interests
on the background of considerable behavior brings a short-term pay-off but
leads to much bigger long-term problems.
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